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flows from the region’s energy resources 
in an economically and geographically 
diversified pool of investments, as well as 
from the depressive effects of low interest 
rates on conventional investment strategies.

At the same time, the comparatively rapid 
rebound of many Middle Eastern economies 
– especially those rich in hydrocarbons – 
from the 2008-09 downturn and the massive 
investment in infrastructure in countries 
such as Qatar have made it an important 
investment focus both for hedge funds and 
private equity firms.

That’s reflected in the continuing 
allocation of capital to hedge funds focused 
on the region. According to data and 
research firm eVestment, inflows into funds 

The Middle East is bouncing back from the 
financial and political turbulence of the past 
few years and with it the region’s alternative 
fund industry is again gaining traction. With 
Dubai shrugging off its debt problems to 
regain traction as a financial and business 
centre, Bahrain emerging from the political 
confrontations that disrupted the country 
in 2011 and Qatar continuing its breakneck 
emergence as a regional business hub, 
there’s a new sense of dynamism throughout 
the Gulf region.

Middle East investors have been looking 
to alternatives for years as part of their 
investment portfolios. However, this trend 
has gained further impetus with the rise of 
sovereign wealth funds set up to invest cash 

Sovereign wealth, 
economic growth give 
alternatives industry 

new traction
By Simon Gray

Overv i ew
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industry community in the Middle East, both 
managers and service providers,” Jaffer says. 
“The region’s authorities are also taking 
a keen interest in hedge funds and are 
encouraging the growth of the local asset 
management industry. And many investors 
either have extensive experience of investing 
in alternatives or are looking at increasing 
their allocations in that area.”

The fund industry has been developing 
over a number of years in the region, with 
Bahrain emerging as the main domicile and 
service centre for internationally-oriented 
business. It has produced companies such 
as Investcorp, which has gone on to build 
up global operations with offices in London 
and New York, offering investors in the Gulf 
region and worldwide a mix of private equity, 
real estate and hedge fund investments. 
The group had USD11.5bn in assets under 
management at the end of June 2011.

Two factors have significantly boosted the 
shape of the alternative investment industry 
in the Middle East. One is the emergence 
of sovereign wealth funds, a concept whose 
development owes much to the desire of 
Gulf states to spread their oil and gas wealth 
across a much broader range of assets, 
as well as to use those capital flows to 
stimulate new areas of economic activity. At 
the same time, family offices based in the 
Gulf have also become a significant factor in 
the alternative investment industry.

Given what until recently has been the 
small size of the financial industry in the 
region by comparison with its overall wealth 
and resources, this has been a logical target 
for development. Among the jurisdictions 
that have made particular efforts to create 
regional financial centres, Dubai has 
embraced it as part of a broader strategy to 
develop services for the petroleum wealth 
that surrounds it but of which it possesses 
very little itself. By contrast, Qatar, by dint 
of its booming gas industry and massive 
infrastructure investment strategy, has been 
able to fill its fast-growing financial district 
with leading international players.

Already in the middle of the previous 
decade Dubai was setting out its stall to 
alternative asset managers and fund service 
providers such as administrators, although 
the onset of the financial crisis and its 
impact on the emirate slowed growth for 

investing in the Middle East and North Africa 
has held up through this year at a time 
when investors have been pulling money out 
of other emerging markets. Total assets of 
funds focused on the MENA regions reached 
USD8.2bn at the end of September, up 17 
per cent from February.

In terms of locally-domiciled vehicles, 
some USD28bn was invested in open-
ended funds of all types throughout the Gulf 
Co-operation Council countries at the end 
of 2011, of which USD18bn was in Saudi 
Arabia. These figures include retail funds, 
a significant share of fund assets in Saudi 
Arabia in particular, but not assets held 
through separately managed accounts, a 
total that is not publicly available but is likely 
to be substantial.

Funds investing in the region took in a net 
USD319m over the period, a core growth rate 
of more than 8 per cent, compared with a 
net contraction of 6 per cent for all emerging 
market funds and an increase of 2 per cent 
for the hedge fund industry as a whole. 
Strategies focusing on the Middle East also 
outperformed emerging market hedge funds 
in general, with gains of 8.33 per cent in 
the third quarter and of more than 15 per 
cent over the first three quarters of 2012, 
according to eVestment.

Another indication of the increased 
industry focus on the region was the 
announcement in October by the Alternative 
Investment Management Association of 
plans to build a network in the Middle East, 
to give the local industry a voice in engaging 
with investors and developing relations with 
policymakers and regulators. The initiative 
is headed by Sohail Jaffer, a partner with 
Germany’s FWU investment and insurance 
services group who is active in business 
development in the Gulf region from a base 
in Dubai.

Jaffer, a former AIMA chairman and 
currently a member of the organisation’s 
regional advisory council for the EMEA 
region, says the initiative has been launched 
in response to increasing interest in hedge 
funds from Middle East investors including 
sovereign wealth funds as well as family 
offices and private clients. An initial AIMA 
Middle East group meeting has been held in 
Dubai.

“There is already a significant hedge fund  7
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Providing a full solution set that spans 
middle and back office fund administration, 
as well as specialised reporting and fund 
formation: that’s the primary focus at Apex 
Fund Services, one of the world’s largest 
independent fund administration companies 
with more than USD23billion in AuA. 

With an on-the-ground presence in the 
Middle East for nearly six years, the firm 
has seen first-hand the evolution of local 
fund managers embracing independent 
administrators. 

“When people leave banks or other 
institutions to set up their own funds, we 
want them to come to us first. With 28 global 
offices servicing all the main fund domiciles, 
we’re in a position to provide totally 
unbiased advice to new managers,” explains 
Peter Hughes, group managing director, 
Apex Fund Services.

Apex has offices in Bahrain, Dubai and 
Abu Dhabi. Despite the region’s obvious 
wealth, the market for emerging talent has 
been “quite tight” this year says Hughes. 
Managers willing to consider Shariah-
compliant fund structures, however, could 
find the Middle East highly attractive for 
raising significant capital.  

“Mainly this year we’ve seen existing 
clients launching new products, but there 
have been some new managers relocating 
to the region who are perhaps based in high 
tax European jurisdictions and decide, ‘If I’m 
going to run an asset management business, 
why not do so in a zero tax location’.” 

This is becoming an important issue as 
global regulation drives up the costs of doing 
business. Increasingly, managers are looking to 
cost-efficient jurisdictions such as Switzerland 
and Singapore…and, slowly, the Middle 
East. Having the confidence that a global 
administrator is there to support whatever fund 
structure a manager chooses is crucial.

“We’ve seen a few starting up and going 
on to our low-cost fund platforms. Some 

are choosing to use our Shariah platforms, 
which offer a low-cost way to bring Shariah-
compliant funds to market,” says Hughes, 
adding, “Managers can set up funds on our 
platforms for as little as USD5K. By providing 
them not just with fund administration but 
also middle office support, software tools 
(OMS, EMS systems), risk systems etc in a 
cost-effective way they don’t need to think 
about anything else, other than to decide 
where to locate the office.” 

Apex has a range of fund platforms to 
support managers, from offshore Cayman 
funds and UCITS, to local-domiciled funds. 
Those managers wanting Shariah-compliant 
structures to tap into regional capital can 
choose either Apex’s Luxembourg platform 
for regulated funds, or its offshore Bermuda 
platform. 

“Shariah funds can take up to nine 
months to set up and cost USD200-300K, 
which is why launching on a full-service 
Shariah platform like ours is an ideal 
stepping stone for managers to build up a 
track record,” says Hughes. 

“It removes risk and also means that if 
there’s seed capital they can start investing it 
immediately, whereas if they go it alone, set 
up an advisory company, wait to get regulated 
in the Dubai International Financial Centre, it 
could take months, by which time that seed 
capital might have gone elsewhere.”

To successfully administrate Shariah funds 
requires specialist systems that respect the 
principles of Shariah law. An ability to send 
statements and reports out to clients in 
Arabic is also necessary. Over time, Apex 
has developed this expertise and is well 
positioned to capitalise on the future growth 
of Shariah funds going forward.

“I’ve believed in Shariah products for 
a long time because they are good clean 
products. Going forward I think these 
structures will become an important piece of 
the asset management puzzle.” n

Peter Hughes, group managing 
director, Apex Fund Services

On-the-ground expertise 
and full service offering

interview with Peter Hughes

APex  Fund Serv iceS
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a time. As elsewhere in the world, Middle 
East investors have been more cautious over 
the past few years, and capital-raising has 
become slower and more difficult.

Nevertheless, Dubai has nurtured the 
growth of firms like Abraaj Capital, which 
describes itself as a private equity manager 
but also runs real estate and listed equity 
investments, and currently has USD7.5bn 
invested across 25 sector and country-
specific funds. Investment bank Rasmala has 
an asset management division with portfolio 
managers in Dubai and Cairo managing 
seven funds and advising five more, as well 
as segregated portfolios, comprising both 
Shariah and conventional investments.

The region’s alternative fund industry has 
almost certainly benefited to some degree 
from other consequences of the crisis. First, 
the problems faced by financial institutions 
elsewhere in the world, particularly in 
Europe, have drawn attention to the greater 
solidity of many (although not all) local 
banking and financial services groups, 
bolstered by much more dynamic economic 
activity at home.

Secondly, the investment strategies 
developed by local players including both 
institutions and private individuals and 
families have been influenced over the past 
few years by boom and bust in regional 
property markets, which in the past were 
viewed as a more attractive store of value 
than financial assets. The dramatic collapse 
of the real estate market in Dubai (although 
it is now bouncing back) has highlighted the 
importance of other strategies for spreading 
and mitigating risk.

Finally, the Shariah-compliant financial 
sector, which was already growing 
significantly in the years leading up to the 
crisis, has received a significant boost from 
the perception that the prohibition on the 
payment and receipt of interest and the 
general shunning of high levels of debt 
enshrined in Islamic finance principles had 
spared the sector many of the problems 
caused by excessive leverage elsewhere.

Islamic investment principles have also 
gained wider currency because of their 
obvious dovetailing with the trend toward 
sustainable, socially responsible and 
environment-friendly investment movement 
in Europe and North America. In the 

wake of the crisis both approaches have 
benefited from increasing support for the 
view that transactions should be guided by 
ethical, moral and social as well as profit 
considerations, that money should create 
social value rather than just wealth, and 
that transactions should be based on real 
economic activity as opposed to financial 
engineering.

The Dubai International Financial Centre 
is seeking to capitalise on the loss of 
confidence in some of the established 
foundations of the financial industry to 
persuade local investment firms – and 
others targeting investors in the region – to 
establish locally-domiciled vehicles serviced 
by companies with substance on the ground. 
While Middle East managers have in the past 
often used Cayman-domiciled fund structures 
for alternatives and Luxembourg- or Ireland-
based UCITS funds for retail products (as 
well as to access the EU single market), that 
could change in the future.

Qatar too is looking to build on the clout 
of its own sovereign wealth fund, the Qatar 
Investment Authority, to boost its role as an 
asset management hub. The Qatar Financial 
Centre Authority notes that while pension 
funds in the region are currently small by 
international standards, their requirements 
in terms of asset management and other 
services should grow significantly in the 
coming years and decades.

Meanwhile high net worth individuals 
and families are also seeking to invest a 
larger share of their wealth in local markets 
and through local institutions. To encourage 
the growth of the fund industry, the Qatar 
Financial Centre allows authorised firms 
to operate foreign funds, and in the retail 
market has set out a regime for Qatar-
registered and foreign-domiciled funds 
marketed to local investors.

Amid the efforts to build international fund 
service hubs, it’s easy to forget countries 
such as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia whose 
global ambitions in the asset management 
sector may currently be less pronounced but 
that have bigger domestic fund industries 
than any of their neighbours, catering to both 
institutions and retail investors. High levels of 
domestic savings throughout the Gulf region 
suggest that other countries could see 
similar development in the coming years. n

Overv i ew
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Formation procedure for 
Islamic Funds in the DIFC

By dominique Lecocq

Dominique Lecocq, 
lecocqassociate

This article will focus on the formation 
requirements of a domestic exempt Islamic 
fund (“IEF”) in the Dubai International 
Financial Centre (“DIFC”) – a recognised 
free zone in the United Arab Emirates with 
its independent regulator named the Dubai 
Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”).

An exempt fund requires a maximum of 
100 or fewer subscribers with a minimum 
subscription of $50,000. Its subscribers should 
fulfil the requirements of a Professional Client 
defined in the DFSA rulebook.

Formation requirements and procedure
• It is a three stage process whereby the 

fund manager (“Manager”) has to first 
register as a DFSA authorised firm in 
order to manage a collective investment 
Islamic fund. Mandatory appointments 
(listed below), directors and other 
individuals should also be registered as 
DFSA authorised individuals.

• Second; the authorised firm must also 
attain a DFSA Islamic endorsement.

• Third; while the above two applications 
are being submitted to the DFSA the 
process of the Registrar of Companies 
with the DIFC can be initiated alongside.

Sharia compliance
• The Manager needs to ensure that a 

Sharia Supervisory Board (“SSB”) is 
appointed at the firm level. The Manager 
is not subject to the requirement for the 
appointment of a SSB for an IEF; however 
it would need to ensure that the IEF 
is being managed in accordance with 
Sharia. A member of the SSB at the firm 
level may be appointed at the Manager’s 
discretion to ensure Sharia compliance.

• The Manager would also need to ensure 
that the IEF continues to meet Sharia 
requirements, particularly for the purposes 
of their annual and interim reports, which 
are required to be prepared. 

• The Manager must ensure that 
preparation and maintenance of 
financial accounts and statements are in 
accordance with the accounting standards 
of the Accounting & Auditing Organization 
for Islamic Financial Institutions FAS 14.

• The systems and controls established and 
maintained by the Manager should ensure 
that the management of the fund and fund 
property is Sharia compliant.

• A Sharia compliant Islamic Financial 
Business Policy and Procedures Manual 
for the IEF must also be maintained by 
the Manager.

Required documentation
• Fund Constitution and Prospectus. The 

Manager should ensure that these are and 
remain approved by the Manager’s SSB;

• Compliance Manual and Monitoring 
Programme;

• Anti-money laundering procedures;
• Risk Management Policies;
• Information and due diligence documents 

of all entities and individuals involved and 
employed;

• Quarterly cash flow, profit and loss, 
forecast of capital requirements and 
capital resources and balance sheet;

• Source of funds (start up evidence);
• Draft delegation agreements with service 

providers.
For the Registrar of Companies requirements 
please contact lecocqassociate.

Mandatory Appointments: Senior 
Executive Officer (UAE resident), Finance 
Officer, Compliance Officer (UAE resident) 
and Money Laundering Reporting Officer 
(UAE resident)

Service Providers: The investment 
manager, administrator, custodian etc. can 
be a firm registered outside the DIFC in a 
recognised jurisdiction. However an auditor 
should be registered with the DFSA in order 
to be appointed. n

LecOcqASSOc iAte

The information contained 
herein is for informational 
purposes only and is not 
meant to serve and should not 
be relied upon as professional 
advice. Further information 
on the subject matter of this 
publication may be obtained 
from lecocqassociate.
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The financial crisis has slowed but not stalled 
efforts to build up a regional fund industry 
that contains substance on the ground in the 
Middle East rather than focused on outside 
financial services jurisdictions such as 
London, Luxembourg and Ireland. In Dubai, 
where efforts to build a broad-based financial 
sector have been underway for nearly a 
decade, the number of locally-domiciled funds 
is growing and a number of prominent global 
service providers are active in the sector.

For Dubai, one of the twin business 
capitals of the United Arab Emirates along 
with Abu Dhabi, establishing an attractive 
environment for the establishment of 
funds has been a learning curve. The first 
regulatory framework, introduced by the 
Dubai Financial Services Authority in 2006, 
enjoyed relatively limited success, with the 
establishment of just five funds, so the 
regime was revamped two years ago to offer 
greater flexibility and ease of establishment.

Drawing on recommendations from a 
panel of market practitioners, the Dubai 
authorities have sought to create a business-
friendly environment that will support fund 
management businesses from the region as 
well as international asset managers looking 

to tap into the growth potential of Gulf 
investment markets, while adhering to the 
IOSCO principles on regulation of collective 
investment schemes.

The DFSA regulates key players in the 
fund services sector including administrators, 
asset managers, custodians and trustees. 
Its public fund regime aimed at retail 
investors provides greater protection through 
requirements for independent oversight and 
detailed disclosure in the fund’s prospectus.

According to Dominique Lecocq of law 
firm lecocqassociate, exempt funds are 
limited to a maximum of 100 investors who 
must meet the regulator’s professional client 
test and make a minimum initial investment 
of at least USD50,000; they enjoy a fast-track 
process and lower regulatory requirements 
than public funds.

Fund managers based in the Dubai 
International Financial Centre and licensed 
by the DFSA may establish and manage 
funds in the DIFC as well as outside 
jurisdictions, and may also distribute foreign-
domiciled funds in and from the DIFC. 

Asset managers based in other 
jurisdictions recognised by the Dubai 
regulator may obtain authorisation to set up 

Gulf financial centres build 
up fund services expertise

By Simon Gray
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and run DIFC-based funds. The regulator 
emphasises its bespoke governance 
rules for Islamic funds to ensure Shariah 
compliance, as well as special regulatory 
requirements to accommodate alternative 
investments such as private equity, property 
and hedge funds.

Lecocq says the formation of an exempt 
Islamic fund is a three-stage process. 
“The fund manager must first register as a 
DFSA-authorised firm in order to manage 
an Islamic collective investment fund,” he 
says. “Mandatory appointments include a 
senior executive officer, compliance officer 
and money-laundering reporting officer, all 
of which must be UAE-resident, as well 
as a finance officer, plus directors and 
other individuals all need to be authorised. 
The firm must also obtain a DFSA Islamic 
endorsement. In parallel, it can launch the 
company registry process.”

The manager of an exempt Islamic fund 
must ensure that a Shariah supervisory 
board is appointed at firm level, and that 
the fund is managed in accordance with 
Shariah principles, a responsibility that may 
be carried out by a member of the board. 
The preparation and maintenance of financial 
accounts and statements must be carried 
out in accordance with the standards of 
the Bahrain-based Accounting & Auditing 
Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions.

The DFSA currently has a mix of 14 
public, private and exempt funds on its 
register, a mix of open-ended and closed-
ended vehicles that include Shariah-
compliant, public equity, private equity, 
infrastructure and real estate funds. The 
authority’s roster of fund administrators 
includes Apex Fund Services, Maples Fund 
Services, HSBC, Deutsche Bank, Louvre 
Group and Sanne Group.

Founded eight years ago, the DIFC now 
has more than 300 firms originating from all 
over the world, including 18 of the 25 leading 
global banks, and it aims to double in size 
again over the next five years, According to 
managing director for business development 
Kevin Birkett, the centre is targeting a role as 
a multi-faceted international financial centre 
sitting between London and Singapore, of 
which the growth of the fund industry is a 
key element.

The DIFC authorities believe the 

jurisdiction has grown in appeal over the 
past few years because Dubai and the UAE 
have not been caught up in the controversy 
experienced by other leading fund and 
manager domiciles over tax compliance, 
financial industry secrecy and exchange of 
information mechanisms. On the other hand, 
it offers the familiarity and certainty of a legal 
system based on English common law, while 
much of the regulatory rulebook is based on 
that of the UK’s Financial Services Authority.

Birkett stresses that the DIFC is flexible 
in its response to firms looking to set up 
either a management company or funds in 
the jurisdiction. The authority encourages 
the establishment of both Shariah-compliant 
and conventional structures, and is ready 
to authorise funds from other domiciles for 
local distribution.

“We want to encourage an open fund 
architecture provided each component can 
demonstrate solid regulation,” he says. 
An exempt fund’s investment manager, 
administrator and custodian can be a firm 
registered outside the DIFC, as long as it is in 
a recognised jurisdiction, although the fund’s 
auditor must be registered with the DFSA. 

An important step for the local fund 
industry would be the assurance that DIFC-
registered funds can be marketed to other 
states of the UAE, especially Abu Dhabi 
– something that has been called into 
question under new regulations issued by 
the country’s Securities and Commodities 
Authority in September.

The regulations confirm the SCA’s 
regulatory authority over various categories 
of service provider to investment funds, as 
well as over local funds and transactions 
in all funds (whether local or foreign). It 
enshrines a twin-track approach toward 
financial sector regulation by making 
business conduct and investor protection 
functions the responsibility of the SCA, and 
prudential, safety and soundness functions 
that of the UAE Central Bank.

Regulated investment funds are divided 
into local funds, those established in the 
UAE excluding so-called ‘free zones’, and 
licensed by the SCA, and foreign funds, those 
established outside the UAE under the laws 
and regulations of another jurisdiction. US 
law firm Bracewell & Giuliani, which has an 
office in Dubai, notes: “By way of example,  14

induStry
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DIFC – The gateway to 
doing business in the 

Middle East
interview with Kevin Birkett, diFc Authority

of DIFC competing with more established 
onshore domiciles like Ireland and 
Luxembourg, Kevin Birkett, managing 
director-business development, DIFC 
Authority, is quick to stress that DIFC is more 
than just a funds centre, noting that 18 of the 
top 25 global banks now operate there:

Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) is 
an onshore financial hub in the UAE, and is, 
location-wise, the perfect gateway for fund 
managers trading markets both West and 
East. Although only eight years old, DIFC has 
come a long way in a short space of time. 

Although it is still early days in terms 

d iFc
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“There are currently more than 30 
buildings within DIFC hosting over 300 global 
firms: that we’ve managed to achieve this so 
quickly, I believe, shows that we are doing 
something right. Indeed, the chairman of 
the DIFC Authority, Abdul Aziz Al Ghurair, 
recently announced plans to double the size 
of the business in the next five years. We 
are hiring staff and putting more budget into 
doing global events to raise our profile and 
build on our good reputation,” says Birkett. 

The aim, says Birkett, is for DIFC to 
become one of the true international players 
where global companies come and interact 
with each other: “In that sense we really are 
aspiring to the London/Singapore model.”

Of course, building out its funds industry 
is an integral piece of the puzzle.

In terms of fund numbers being 
authorised by DIFC’s financial regulator, the 
Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA), 
Birkett observes that they remain steady 
although 2012 has “certainly been stronger 
than last year”. 

Indeed, there are several compelling 
reasons for why investment managers might 
wish to look at Dubai as an alternative 
jurisdiction for registering new fund 
vehicles. Firstly, it has an excellent physical 
infrastructure. Then there’s the Dubai lifestyle 
– great climate, safe place to live, excellent 
education and healthcare facilities. 

“Importantly, we have our own legal 
system. DIFC law is based on common 
law of England and Wales, which means 
our courts are well placed to handle both 
litigation and arbitration cases. In addition, 
DIFC has highly robust regulation. The DFSA 
regulations have many similarities with the 
UK Financial Services Authority,” says Birkett. 

It is also important to note that just 
because of its location, DIFC is not trying 
to shoehorn managers into only launching 
Shariah-compliant funds. It is taking an 
open architecture approach to developing its 
onshore market, aided by the fact that DIFC’s 
Companies Law is efficient in supporting a 
range of fund structures. 

“We’re not trying to reinvent the wheel 
here. We want to encourage an open fund 
architecture provided each component 
(i.e. fund structure) can demonstrate solid 
regulation,” says Birkett. 

Good news then for managers who, in 

addition to perhaps having a DIFC-registered 
fund, might also choose to launch offshore 
Caribbean feeder funds from the region. 
Flexibility is always a key attribute to any 
successful jurisdiction, as places like 
Singapore have demonstrated. 

As for the application process for those 
wishing to have DIFC-registered funds, the 
Centre has its own team of relationship 
managers to help clients from day one 
through to full set-up in the office. “Our 
financial services team will soon expand to 
nine people. The DFSA takes, on average, 
about four months to grant approval for a 
new firm, which I would estimate is broadly 
in line with most other jurisdictions.” 

One key issue that needs to be resolved 
is whether the Emirates Securities and 
Commodities Authority (ESCA) will allow 
managers to market DIFC-registered funds to 
other parts of UAE such as Abu Dhabi. This 
is causing confusion for managers but Birkett 
confirms that DIFC is actively addressing 
the issue. 

“It is important to find a way to work 
together and get clarity on the issue. It is not 
in the best interest of the UAE for the current 
situation to continue.” n
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the needs of clients that want their contract 
notes and statements in Arabic. Rather than 
commoditise everything, we tailor our services 
specifically to what each client requires.” 

According to Hughes, the past few years 
have seen significant changes in the Middle 
East fund services market. “When we first 
arrived the issue was educating managers on 
the importance of independent administration 
and how that would benefit them,” he says. 
“Over the past few years it’s become more 
widely accepted. That is not only important for 
shareholder protection in the region, it helps 
managers to raise money from institutions 
globally, whereas previously they were only 
accessing local investors.”

The fact that Apex is present in three 
jurisdictions in the Gulf reflects the firm’s 
philosophy of developing close relationships 
through proximity to its clients. “When you’re 
dealing with the particularities of a region, you 
need to have people on the ground,” Hughes 
says. “The suitcase banking model doesn’t 
work. Our strategy is to be close to where 
our clients, so that when traders leave the 
big banks to set up funds on their own, they 
come to us first.”

Becoming the first point of contact for 
fledgling fund managers entails more than 
just fund administration but a broader 
advisory role, where start-up clients 
would once have been reliant on the 
recommendations of lawyers and brokers. 
“Because we’re in so many places and 
service all the main fund domiciles, we 
can provide totally objective advice on the 
best way to build their business,” Hughes 
says. “That’s particularly valuable at a 
time of so much new regulation globally, 
which is pushing up operating costs for 
fund managers.”

But he also notes that the ambitions 
of regional centres to develop their global 
profile can work to managers’ advantage. “If 
a manager wants to set up a fund, has no 
deep ties to the UK and is ready for a move 
because being regulated by the FSA and 
hiring staff is expensive, why not go to the 
Qatar Financial Centre?” Hughes says. “They 
will welcome you, seed the fund, provide 
a clean regulatory environment and want 
you to come and live there. There are some 
compelling reasons for people to move their 
businesses into the region.” n

investment funds established in the Dubai 
International Financial Centre are treated as 
foreign funds under the regulations.”

Industry members say the issue represents 
a difference in opinion between the national 
securities regulator and the DIFC. “ESCA is 
saying that they really want the work to be 
done here on the ground, that they don’t 
recognise DIFC as being part of the UAE, 
and that therefore you can’t market a DIFC 
fund to Abu Dhabi, for example,” says Peter 
Hughes, chief executive of fund administrator 
Apex Fund Services. “This has created a 
lot of uncertainty, and left managers unsure 
whether the best approach is to set up a 
DIFC structure, an offshore Cayman structure, 
or a local UAE fund structure.”

Resolving the issue is a priority for the 
DIFC, and Birkett insists the Dubai authorities 
are making all efforts to find a solution. “It is 
important to find a way to work together and 
get clarity on the issue,” he says.

Dubai still has some work to do to catch 
up with Bahrain, where foreign mutual 
funds were marketed as early as the 1980s, 
with the first locally-domiciled fund being 
launched in 1984. The Collective Investments 
Schemes rules were issued by the Central 
Bank of Bahrain in 1992 and updated in 
June 2007.

At the end of June 2012, 2,795 funds 
were authorised by the Bahrain regulator, 
including 121 locally-domiciled vehicles and 
101 Shariah-compliant funds. As of March, 
the net assets under management of locally-
domiciled funds amounted to USD5.68bn, 
while Shariah funds accounted for USD2.2bn.

Apex Fund Services is among the fund 
service providers with the deepest roots in 
the region, having been the first administrator 
to be licensed in the DIFC six years ago. 
Today the firm has offices in Bahrain and 
Abu Dhabi as well as Dubai, and Hughes 
says: “These are people on the ground 
doing actual fund administration work, not 
representative offices. They’re a commitment 
to being there and doing business locally.”

Apex has established its global middle 
office hub in Abu Dhabi. Says Hughes: “We 
chose that location because it’s three or four 
hours ahead of Europe, so we can have 
the previous day’s reconciliations ready on 
people’s desks when they come in the next 
morning. We do Arabic reporting, and meet 
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